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As this the michael letters heaven s answer to screwtape, it ends in the works brute one of
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This is why you remain in the best website to look the amazing ebook to have.

The Forgotten Heavens: Six Essays on Cosmology Douglas Wilson 2010-02-09 "There are
more things in heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy." So said
Hamlet, but for some strange reason Christians seem to have bought this reductionistic view
of the world. Have we forgotten the Bible? Our modern cosmology suggests that the universe
can be explained through astronomy and mathematics. But this seems far too simplistic, not
to mention rather dull. Are stars angels? Do satyrs truly exist? What does a seraph look like?
Can demons tell the future? What does God's creation contain beyond the visible realm? In
the following essays, such questions are not peremptorily dismissed, but are engaged with on
the basis of what can be found in the Bible. We are not living in a world that can be easily
dissected in a laboratory. Our universe is filled with intelligence and life, and the creativity
behind it can only be understood fully through the Creator. This book includes essays from
Evan and Douglas Wilson, Chris Schlect, Wes Callihan, and others.
Administration - Unraveled George McCleskey 2011-12-01 The Unified General Theory of
Administration melds the universal aspects of administration with related knowledge from
the allied fields of sociology and psychology into a system of administrative action. It is the
natural, rational and unavoidable instrumentality with which economic objectives and
functions, in infinite combinations and variety, are implemented through organized human
endeavor.
Heaven Holds the Answers E. Tillman 2021-01-28 It's not what we read but rather how we
read it that makes the difference!!!What if I told you things are not as they appear. Black is
not black and White is not white and 130 B.C. is not 130 years before Christ. Now turn off the
lights and tell me what is white and what is black, color is the refection of light, without light
there is no color. That's what Rome did, they turned off the lights on the truth.And the way
we been taught to record time is not the only way it was done.And that an ancient order set
claim to the entire Western Hemisphere long before Columbus and possibly achieved it in
130 B.C. With B.C. possibly meaning before Columbus, before the cycle or before the comet
of 1492 becoming 1362, possible in this case B.C. stood for all three events.130 B.C. is not as
it appears and the claim was not made for a mortal king or country, but rather for a Supreme
God, Under God laws.If you like riddles. If you like enigmas. If you would like to see history
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recorded and told differently or truer then you may be ready for this challenge. If you are
then you are ready to look at the clues that was left behind with an open mind.If you like
astronomy, I'll show you how different groups of people each use different galactic events
besides the Star of Bethlehem to mark the start of their time and all the different groups
calendar are tied together. We will be looking at the equivalent of several Stars of Bethlehem
from here in the Americas.I'll be taking you through a dating wormhole without leaving the
planet, making you scratch your head, laugh and wonder, "what if he is right. "This book just
maybe the start of the rest of the story. If you read through this book the first time you will
read it again and again.And you will possibly come to the same conclusion, "So that's how
they did that. "And you will never read things the same way all the time again. Including the
Book of Mormons with its three different voyages and possible dating enigmas, truest
account ever written about the Americas."Sometimes it's not what is being said that's
important, it's what not being said that is.You will be intrigued, so if you are ready to start a
journey that will give you a lot to think about then turn to page 1. Unravel the truth.
The Michael Letters Jim Peschke 2010-07-10 In the mid-20th century, C.S. Lewis' seminal
work The Screwtape Letters redefined the art of demonic corruption. Today, the Archangel
Michael and his understudy Jacob champion the cause of human salvation in The Michael
Letters. Empowered by the Holy Spirit, Michael and Jacob guide souls to an ever richer
communion with mankind and with the Kingdom of Heaven. The Michael Letters is an
uplifting journey into the wonders of the human spirit. Readers across all levels of faith find
thought-provoking messages that enrich the storytelling experience.
The Fiddler Doc Trap 2008-10-24 An unwanted boy from a large city becomes a man on the
Outer Banks of North Carolina. His future father -in-law is held by the boy dying in the surf
from a gunshot wound. A minister paints violent paintings, a city editor investigates murder
while the daughter of a wealthy fox hunter marries a weakling. The memory of a yellow bird
killed by a troubled child flashes across the mind of a mate on a fishing boat as a giant Marlin
is pulled aboard. The FBI investigates and natures wrath pounds the shores of The Graveyard
of The Atlantic as two seemingly opposite personalities are drawn together both striving to
answer the unanswerable. The solution is in the little black eyes of a Fiddler Crab.
101 More Questions and Answers about Yeshua of Nazareth Michael Smith 2001-08-22
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates Great Britain. Parliament 1888
Mapping the Heavens Priyamvada Natarajan 2016-04-28 A theoretical astrophysicist explores
the ideas that transformed our knowledge of the universe over the past century. The cosmos,
once understood as a stagnant place, filled with the ordinary, is now a universe that is
expanding at an accelerating pace, propelled by dark energy and structured by dark matter.
Priyamvada Natarajan, our guide to these ideas, is someone at the forefront of the
research—an astrophysicist who literally creates maps of invisible matter in the universe. She
not only explains for a wide audience the science behind these essential ideas but also
provides an understanding of how radical scientific theories gain acceptance. The formation
and growth of black holes, dark matter halos, the accelerating expansion of the universe, the
echo of the big bang, the discovery of exoplanets, and the possibility of other
universes—these are some of the puzzling cosmological topics of the early twenty-first
century. Natarajan discusses why the acceptance of new ideas about the universe and our
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place in it has never been linear and always contested even within the scientific community.
And she affirms that, shifting and incomplete as science always must be, it offers the best
path we have toward making sense of our wondrous, mysterious universe. “Part history, part
science, all illuminating. If you want to understand the greatest ideas that shaped our current
cosmic cartography, read this book.”—Adam G. Riess, Nobel Laureate in Physics, 2011 “A
highly readable, insider’s view of recent discoveries in astronomy with unusual attention to
the instruments used and the human drama of the scientists.”—Alan Lightman, author of The
Accidental Universe and Einstein's Dream
Bearing the Heavens Adam Mosley 2007-03-29 A study of the astronomical culture of
sixteenth-century Europe, focusing on the astronomer Tycho Brahe.
Planet Narnia Michael Ward 2008-01-15 For over half a century, scholars have laboured to
show that C. S. Lewis's famed but apparently disorganised Chronicles of Narnia have an
underlying symbolic coherence, pointing to such possible unifying themes as the seven
sacraments, the seven deadly sins, and the seven books of Spenser's Faerie Queene. None of
these explanations has won general acceptance and the structure of Narnia's symbolism has
remained a mystery. Michael Ward has finally solved the enigma. In Planet Narnia he
demonstrates that medieval cosmology, a subject which fascinated Lewis throughout his life,
provides the imaginative key to the seven novels. Drawing on the whole range of Lewis's
writings (including previously unpublished drafts of the Chronicles), Ward reveals how the
Narnia stories were designed to express the characteristics of the seven medieval planets - Jupiter, Mars, Sol, Luna, Mercury, Venus, and Saturn - - planets which Lewis described as
"spiritual symbols of permanent value" and "especially worthwhile in our own generation".
Using these seven symbols, Lewis secretly constructed the Chronicles so that in each book
the plot-line, the ornamental details, and, most important, the portrayal of the Christ-figure of
Aslan, all serve to communicate the governing planetary personality. The cosmological theme
of each Chronicle is what Lewis called 'the kappa element in romance', the atmospheric
essence of a story, everywhere present but nowhere explicit. The reader inhabits this
atmosphere and thus imaginatively gains conna?tre knowledge of the spiritual character
which the tale was created to embody. Planet Narnia is a ground-breaking study that will
provoke a major revaluation not only of the Chronicles, but of Lewis's whole literary and
theological outlook. Ward uncovers a much subtler writer and thinker than has previously
been recognized, whose central interests were hiddenness, immanence, and knowledge by
acquaintance.
Heaven Ride John Eccleston 2014-07-02 HEAVEN RIDE is a suspense-filled techno-thriller
about two loyal friends who unlock secrets of the human soul and discover a way to eject the
soul and long-term memory on its path to heaven and then bring it back. As they build
Heaven Ride into the most lucrative empire the world has ever known, ruthless rivals embark
on a campaign of deceit, treachery and betrayal to wrest Heaven Ride from its owners for
their own insidious plan.* * *David Brownington, a brilliant entrepreneurial mastermind with
a leading business incubator, comes in contact with a mysterious technology. His close
friend, JW Gomez, a third-year Ph.D. candidate, supercedes the boundaries of his doctoral
studies using a bio-pod that creates out-of-body experiences. Driven by memories of his little
brother who perished in a gruesome accident as a child, JW's extra-curricular studies of
sudden traumatic death lead to the astonishing discovery of the human soul. When David and
JW merge these devices, they stumble upon the highway to heaven.Each of them falls in love
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as their miracle is launched to the world. Millions take the trip. As Heaven Ride prospers, its
repercussions ripple throughout society. Protests, bombs and kidnappings threaten to shut it
down, posing risks to David, JW, their friends and families. With HEAVEN RIDE, John
Eccleston and Kerry Gleason have woven an intense tale of ambition, success, friendship,
betrayal, greed and corruption. It's an intricate and interesting tale of mankind's most
startling invention, and technology gone awry.
War of the Black Heavens Michael Nelson 1997-12-01 Former Reuters journalist Nelson
maintains that Western radio institutions such as Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty were
unrivaled forces in the fight against communism and the fall of the Iron Curtain. Covering the
period from the first Bolshevik broadcast in 1917 through the failed Soviet coup of 1991,
Nelson describes the history of the stations, the efforts of communist governments to jam
broadcasts, and the role of radio in introducing a forbidden and exciting culture to citizens of
communist countries. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The Philosophic Questions and Answers of Ḥōṭer ben Shelōmō David R. Blumenthal
2022-07-18
The Answer Key for the Chronological Bible Workbook Linda J. Roberts 2016-12-13 The
Answer Key is the teaching tool for The Chronological Bible Workbook. This publication
provides a way to check the accuracy of answers for those who want to use The
Chronological Bible Workbook in a small group, home school or traditional bible class setting.
The charts are all completed and the same links to maps and photos are provided. Additional
information has also been included to help stimulate class discussion.
The Literary Digest Edward Jewitt Wheeler 1911
NKJV, Faithlife Illustrated Study Bible, Hardcover, Red Letter Edition John D. Barry
2018 The world's most powerful Bible software brings you the most visually striking new
study Bible! From the makers of Logos Bible Software, the NKJV Faithlife Illustrated Study
Bible's striking illustrations and comprehensive verse-by-verse insights will serve as a guide
to help you understand and apply God's Word. With informative contributions by respected
scholars and bestselling authors like Charles Stanley, Randy Alcorn, and Ed Stetzer, and over
100 innovative infographics, this NIV study Bible brings the stories of Scripture to life and
helps you to see events, places and people clearly. Features: Complete text of the New King
James Version (NKJV) In-depth book introductions that include an outline and information on
authorship, background, structure, themes, and a map, a timeline, or both Verse-by-verse
study notes with the unique focus of revealing nuances from the original biblical languages
for modern readers Informative contributions by Charles Stanley, Randy Alcorn, and Ed
Stetzer, among others Over 100 innovative full color infographics, comprehensive timelines
and informative tables to enrich Bible study Three detailed life-of-Jesus event timelines
chronicling his infancy and early ministry, the journey to Jerusalem, and the passion and
resurrection 27 family trees and people diagrams illustrate the interconnectedness of key
characters in Scripture Helpful overview articles give a bird's-eye view of the books of the
Bible, noting the type of literature and key themes of each book. 14 original color maps at the
back of the Bible provide historical and geographical context for key events of the Old and
New Testaments Words of Christ in red 9-point type size
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Letter & Spirit, Vol. 9: Christ and the Unity of Scripture St. Paul Center for Biblical Theology
2014-11-01 The St. Paul Center for Biblical Theology and Dr. Scott Hahn present the ninth
annual edition of Letter & Spirit with the theme "Christ and the unity of Scripture". The
seven highly-readable articles explore, from the Gospels of Matthew and John, to the letters
of St. Paul, how the seemingly disparate themes and images are unified - and therefore
properly understood - in Christ. The articles, while academic in nature, are easily accessible
to the average reader and can be read with great profit, both spiritually and in coming to
learn the truths of the Catholic faith more deeply.
The Parliamentary Debates (official Report[s]) ... Great Britain. Parliament 1888
The Narnia Code Michael Ward 2010-10-28 Millions of readers have been captivated by C.
S. Lewis’s famed Chronicles of Narnia, but why? What is it about these seven books that
makes them so appealing? For more than half a century, scholars have attempted to find the
organizing key—the “secret code”—to the beloved series, but it has remained a mystery. Until
now. In The Narnia Code, Michael Ward takes the reader through each of the seven Narnia
books and reveals how each story embodies and expresses the characteristics of one of the
seven planets of medieval cosmology—Jupiter, Mars, Sol, Luna, Mercury, Venus and
Saturn—planets which Lewis described as “spiritual symbols of permanent value.” How does
medieval cosmology relate to the Christian underpinnings of the series? How did it impact
Lewis’s depiction of Aslan, the Christlike character at the heart of the books? And why did
Lewis keep this planetary inspiration a secret? Originally a ground-breaking scholarly work
called Planet Narnia, this more accessible adaptation will answer all the questions.
The Parliamentary Debates Great Britain. Parliament 1888
Heavens on Earth Michael Shermer 2018-01-09 A scientific exploration into humanity’s
obsession with the afterlife and quest for immortality from the bestselling author and skeptic
Michael Shermer In his most ambitious work yet, Shermer sets out to discover what drives
humans’ belief in life after death, focusing on recent scientific attempts to achieve
immortality along with utopian attempts to create heaven on earth. For millennia, religions
have concocted numerous manifestations of heaven and the afterlife, and though no one has
ever returned from such a place to report what it is really like—or that it even exists—today
science and technology are being used to try to make it happen in our lifetime. From radical
life extension to cryonic suspension to mind uploading, Shermer considers how realistic these
attempts are from a proper skeptical perspective. Heavens on Earth concludes with an
uplifting paean to purpose and progress and how we can live well in the here-and-now,
whether or not there is a hereafter.
Under the Banner of Heaven Jon Krakauer 2004-06-08 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From
the author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air, this extraordinary work of investigative
journalism takes readers inside America’s isolated Mormon Fundamentalist communities.
Defying both civil authorities and the Mormon establishment in Salt Lake City, the renegade
leaders of these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots who answer only to God; some 40,000
people still practice polygamy in these communities. At the core of Krakauer’s book are
brothers Ron and Dan Lafferty, who insist they received a commandment from God to kill a
blameless woman and her baby girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this
appalling double murder, Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of
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messianic delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding faith. Along the way he
uncovers a shadowy offshoot of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises provocative
questions about the nature of religious belief.
Letters to America Michael Weingrad 2015-05-29 Reuven Ben-Yosef (1937–2001) was born
Robert Eliot Reiss to an assimilated Jewish family in New York. He switched from writing
English poetry to Hebrew poetry after his immigration to Israel in 1959. He is the author of
more than a dozen volumes of superb Hebrew poetry, as well as two collections of essays and
two novels, and he won literary honors such as the Levi Eshkol Prize, the Bar-Ilan University
Prize, and the Neuman and Kovner prizes for Hebrew literature. At the center of his oeuvre is
the sequence of poems he wrote in the 1970s called "Mikhtavim la’Amerikah" (Letters to
America), a searing and confessional set of addresses in the form of "letters" to his family
members (none of whom, however, could read Hebrew) and to American Jewry as a whole. In
this edited volume, Weingrad includes not only these expertly translated poems but also an
extensive, fascinating introduction that helps us see Ben-Yosef’s personal poetry as part of a
larger family story. While Ben-Yosef was writing about his American family members, they
were writing about him. Ben- Yosef’s younger brother, poet James Reiss, began publishing
highly praised collections of poems in the 1970s and addressed conflicts with his brother in a
number of poems. Ben-Yosef’s brother-in-law, novelist William Luvaas, published a first novel
that was clearly based upon the Reiss family. Ben-Yosef’s letters to America are therefore
joined by his family members’ "letters" to Israel, through which the Reiss family collectively
created its own literature of the American–Israeli relationship in miniature, the conflicts and
rifts, rivalries and loyalties of family members and competing homelands. This essential
introduction, which also describes Ben-Yosef’s early life as an American and the challenges of
becoming an Israeli poet writing in Hebrew, enriches our understanding of the deeply
personal poems collected in the rest of the volume. Weingrad compellingly argues that BenYosef’s poems, though seemingly local in their explicit Israeli audience and address,
implicitly speak to Jews in America about assimilation, heritage, and the struggle between
competing identities.
Lives of Eminent Persons Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)
1833
Luther's Correspondence and Other Contemporary Letters Martin Luther 1913
English Mechanic and World of Science 1904
Ipse, Ipsa: Ipse, Ipsa, Ipsum: Which? Richard Francis Quigley 1891
Parliamentary Debates 1888
The Black Heavens Brian R. Dirck 2019-02-06 From multiple personal tragedies to the
terrible carnage of the Civil War, death might be alongside emancipation of the slaves and
restoration of the Union as one of the great central truths of Abraham Lincoln’s life. Yet what
little has been written specifically about Lincoln and death is insufficient, sentimentalized, or
devoid of the rich historical literature about death and mourning during the nineteenth
century. The Black Heavens: Abraham Lincoln and Death is the first in-depth account of how
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the sixteenth president responded to the riddles of mortality, undertook personal mourning,
and coped with the extraordinary burden of sending hundreds of thousands of soldiers to be
killed on battlefields. Going beyond the characterization of Lincoln as a melancholy, tragic
figure, Brian R. Dirck investigates Lincoln’s frequent encounters with bereavement and sets
his response to death and mourning within the social, cultural, and political context of his
times. At a young age Lincoln saw the grim reality of lives cut short when he lost his mother
and sister. Later, he was deeply affected by the deaths of two of his sons, three-year-old Eddy
in 1850 and eleven-year-old Willie in 1862, as well as the combat deaths of close friends early
in the war. Despite his own losses, Lincoln learned how to approach death in an emotionally
detached manner, a survival skill he needed to cope with the reality of his presidency. Dirck
shows how Lincoln gradually turned to his particular understanding of God’s will in his
attempts to articulate the meaning of the atrocities of war to the American public, as
showcased in his allusions to religious ideas in the Gettysburg Address and the Second
Inaugural. Lincoln formed a unique approach to death: both intellectual and emotional,
typical and yet atypical of his times. In showing how Lincoln understood and responded to
death, both privately and publicly, Dirck paints a compelling portrait of a commander in chief
who buried two sons and gave the orders that sent an unprecedented number of Americans
to their deaths.
Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates Great Britain. Parliament 1888
Lives of Eminent Persons, Consisting of Galileo, Lord Somers, Kepler, Caxton, Newton, Blake,
Mahomet, Adam Smith, Wolsey, Niebuhr, Sir E. Coke, Sir C. Wren, and Michael Angelo
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (London). 1833
Where Have All the Heavens Gone? John P. McCarthy 2017-05-04 Twenty years before his
famous trial, Galileo Galilei had spent two years carefully considering how the results of his
own telescopic observations of the heavens as well as his convictions about the truth of the
Copernican theory could be aligned with the Catholic Church's position on biblical
interpretation and the authority of the magisterium. The product of these two years was an
unpublished letter to the Grand Duchess Christina of Tuscany, the mother of his patron,
Cosimo II de' Medici. Much has changed since this letter was written in 1615, but much has
remained the same. This collection of articles by renowned international scholars provides
the historical context of the letter as well as a description of the scientific world of Galileo. It
also explores those issues that make this 1615 letter a document for our time: the public role
of religious authority, the truth of the Bible, and the relationship of scientific inquiry to social
justice. Galileo's letter to Christina has become a classic text in the history of the relationship
between science and religion in the West for good reason; this volume explores why the letter
has earned its rightful place as a classic even for today.
Final Stop Brazil - Book one Rita Embalo 2011
Family-letters Dante Gabriel Rossetti 1895
Heaven is for Real Todd Burpo 2011 Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven
like? -- When does a person go to heaven? -- Where is heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?
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New Heavens and a New Earth Jeremy Brown 2013-06-13 Jeremy Brown offers the first
major study of the Jewish reception of the Copernican revolution, examining four hundred
years of Jewish writings on the Copernican model. Brown shows the ways in which Jews
ignored, rejected, or accepted the Copernican model, and the theological and societal
underpinnings of their choices.
Sehnsucht: The C. S. Lewis Journal Grayson Carter 2011-02-23 Sehnsucht: The C. S.
Lewis Journal, established by the Arizona C. S. Lewis Society in 2007, is the only peerreviewed journal devoted to the study of C. S. Lewis and his writings published anywhere in
the world. It exists to promote literary, theological, historical, biographical, philosophical,
bibliographical and cultural interest (broadly defined) in Lewis and his writings. The journal
includes articles, review essays, book reviews, film reviews and play reviews, bibliographical
material, poetry, interviews, editorials, and announcements of Lewis-related conferences,
events and publications. Its readership is aimed at academic scholars from a wide variety of
disciplines, as well as learned non-scholars and Lewis enthusiasts. At this time, Sehnsucht is
published once a year.
Tax Heavens Faust Kalam 2013-05-25 Tax Heavens tells the story of Ron Edelweiss, a Swiss
banker who turned whistleblower after spending nine years in the Caribbean tax haven of the
Crocodile Islands. Based on a true story, it describes the traumas he and his family faced on
the Crocodile Islands, then back in Switzerland, after he set out to take the corrupt system by
the horns with the help of WIKILEAKS. The book provides a unique and astonishing insight
into the world of opaque business practices in Offshore Centers and the luxurious lifestyle of
those bankers, lawyers and accountants. Above all, Tax Heavens is about revealing some of
the human costs of the financial cynicism that seems to rule the world.
Angry Heavens David Michael Dunaway 2019-08-06 In this historical novel, a skilled
Charleston surgeon in the Army of Northern Virginia questions everything he knows as truth
when faced with the horrors of the Civil War. The Civil War inevitably approaches. Two young
Charlestonians, the Irish Catholic Mary Assumpta Bailey, and the English Protestant James
Merriweather are soon to be intertwined through marriage, medicine, and their aversion to
slavery. Mary Assumpta Bailey, her brother, Dr. John Bailey, and his medical apprentice, Dr.
James Merriweather, openly serve anyone who walks through the doors of their Charleston
medical practice – white, free blacks, seamen, or slaves. Equally, and despite its flaws, they
also share an abiding love for the South. Dr. James Merriweather feels an enduring duty to
the young men dying in battle and to his young family weathering the War on their small farm
on Horlbeck Creek, South Carolina. Merriweather joins the War confident in the knowledge
he can use his surgical skills to save the injured and send them back to their families. Rather
quickly, Merriweather realizes how unprepared he is for the horrors of battle. Thus he begins
a slow journey into his own war with darkness–his sanity precariously in the balance.
Heaven Can't Wait Kathy Godfrey 2013-12 Author's Note About four years ago, I walked out
of my life. Leaving professional middle class behind me, I set out in search of something more
than acquiring and performing. I was so tired of being disappointed every time I arrived at a
goal and found nothing there. I couldn't name it, but I suspected there was more to
understand about this life. Receiving that understanding became my priority. Whether I was
hiking or writing, dancing or crying, all I wanted was to know the more. My way of being
changed immediately and gradually as I learned to let go of old stories and step into new
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freedom. I know now that Love, as a principle, is what I and you have been looking for. It is
the beauty, freedom, and wellbeing that we imagine "heaven" to be. And the truth is we don't
need to wait. We can live in Love and all its Joy right now. We don't have to die to live in
heaven. Proof of Heaven by Eben Alexander has been on the New York Times bestseller list
for fifty-nine weeks. Browsing in Barnes and Noble days after I finished this manuscript, I
picked up Alexander's book. I was interested solely because he is a neurosurgeon, not the
kind of guy typically writing about heaven. Skimming, I noticed that his near death
experience was strikingly similar to my own nonphysical experiences. So I read the whole the
whole book in an afternoon. My first impression was true. Alexander and I have indeed
received nearly identical revelations: Love is all there is. Fear isn't real. We can't fuck it up.
Separation isn't possible. Every question is the answer. We both feel that we must share
these universal principles as best we can to everyone who can hear them. We both learned to
move into "heaven" by focusing on the feeling of it. We both know that everyone has the
ability to do the same, and we can do it now. What if you are not who you think you are? I
also share Alexander's challenge of putting nonphysical experiences into words after they
have come through the filter of my physical body. It's like describing Einstein this way: He
was a man. Can you imagine how much you would miss if that's all you knew of him? That's
how it feels to offer you words about the experience of god. I offer them only because they
might interest you enough to have your own experience. Well, that and because I really
cannot imagine being able to keep this Joy all to myself. What if you have suffered enough?
That is what I have been asking myself for the last few years, and now, I am asking you. Even
if we are the worst people on the planet (whatever that means), we have more than paid our
debt. We have spent enough days in fear and shame to punish our worst mistakes. If you
don't believe that, at least ask yourself how continuing to punish yourself benefits anyone.
Withholding joy and peace from your own life perpetuates misery in every life. What if you
are so much more? I am writing to you to say that I have spent the last ten years in deliberate
pursuit of the answer to this question. What I learned changed everything for me. What
Alexander learned changed everything for him. It can change everything for you too. My
message is not meant to challenge or replace a life that is working for you. What I am
suggesting is a way of living that fulfills and delights moment by moment. If you aren't
enjoying your life as much as surviving it, I suggest a change. What do you have to lose? You
don't have to spend seven days in a coma to have the experience of Alexander. That is his
message, and it is mine. He died. I sat. We learned the same good news: There are no
prerequisites. You don't have to be a certain kind of person. No history or flaw can disqualify
you. There are no rules, no competition, and nothing to achieve. As I illustrate with my own
life experience, there is only Love, and we can choose to enjoy it at anytime.
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